Neurons in the external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe) are autonomous pacemakers that are capable of sustained fast spiking. The cellular and molecular determinants of pacemaking and fast spiking in GPe neurons are not fully understood, but voltage-dependent Na ϩ channels must play an important role. Electrophysiological studies of these neurons revealed that macroscopic activation and inactivation kinetics of their Na ϩ channels were similar to those found in neurons lacking either autonomous activity or the capacity for fast spiking. What was distinctive about GPe Na ϩ channels was a prominent resurgent gating mode. This mode was significantly reduced in GPe neurons lacking functional Nav1.6 channels. In these Nav1.6 null neurons, pacemaking and the capacity for fast spiking were impaired, as was the ability to follow stimulation frequencies used to treat Parkinson's disease (PD). Simulations incorporating Na ϩ channel models with and without prominent resurgent gating suggested that resurgence was critical to fast spiking but not to pacemaking, which appeared to be dependent on the positioning of Na ϩ channels in spike-initiating regions of the cell. These studies not only shed new light on the mechanisms underlying spiking in GPe neurons but also suggest that electrical stimulation therapies in PD are unlikely to functionally inactivate neurons possessing Nav1.6 Na ϩ channels with prominent resurgent gating.
Introduction
The external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe) is a key component of the basal ganglia circuitry controlling movement (Albin et al., 1989) . In vivo, GABAergic GPe neurons normally exhibit sustained fast spiking that is interrupted by pauses that are associated with movement (Wichmann and DeLong, 1999) . In Parkinson's disease (PD), the activity of many GPe neurons changes and episodes of rhythmic, fast spiking become common (Filion and Tremblay, 1991; Wichmann and DeLong, 1999; Raz et al., 2000 Raz et al., , 2001 . Similar patterns of activity emerge in the synaptically coupled internal segment of the globus pallidus and the subthalamic nucleus (STN) (Bevan et al., 2002) . This pathological pattern of spiking is thought to be responsible for PD motor symptoms because they are alleviated by lesioning or deep brain stimulation (DBS) of these nuclei (Bergman et al., 1990; Benabid et al., 2002) .
The intrinsic properties of GPe neurons that control spiking in health and disease are not well understood. What is known is that these neurons are unusual in that they are both autonomous pacemakers and capable of fast spiking (Kita and Kitai, 1991; Nambu and Llinas, 1994; Chan et al., 2004; Surmeier et al., 2005) . In other cell types, voltage-dependent Na ϩ channels are primary determinants of both behaviors. In cerebellar Purkinje neurons, for example, Na ϩ channels with a pore-forming Nav1.6 ␣ subunit reopen during the falling phase of the spike, giving rise to a resurgent current that promotes fast spiking (Raman and Bean, 1997; Khaliq et al., 2003) . These channels have also been implicated in the maintenance of autonomous pacemaking in these cells (Khaliq et al., 2003; Levin et al., 2006) . In contrast, loss of functional Nav1.6 channels in the STN has little effect on either pacemaking or fast spiking (Do and Bean, 2003) . Although voltage-dependent Na ϩ channels are critical to autonomous pacemaking in GPe neurons (Kita and Kitai, 1991; Nambu and Llinas, 1994; Chan et al., 2004) , it is not known to what extent different Na ϩ channels or their gating control pacemaking or fast spiking.
In addition to determining naturally occurring spiking patterns, Na ϩ channels also are undoubtedly critical to how GPe neurons respond to DBS. DBS was originally thought to functionally inactivate neurons by producing depolarization block of Na ϩ channels (Benabid et al., 1998) . Although more recent work has questioned this inference (Benabid et al., 2002; Lozano et al., 2002; Vitek et al., 2004) , the prevailing view remains that functional activity of targeted structures is suppressed by DBS. Direct electrophysiological examination of changes produced by highfrequency stimulation (HFS) revealed a substantial reduction in Na ϩ channel availability in acutely isolated STN neurons (Do and Bean, 2003) . However, it is not clear whether this result can be generalized to other fast-spiking basal ganglia neurons such as GPe neurons.
The studies reported here used electrophysiological, computational, and molecular approaches to characterize Na ϩ channels in GPe neurons that underlie fast spiking and pacemaking, as well as the response to DBS. Our results suggest that, although GPe neurons express several types of Na ϩ channels, it is Nav1.6 channels with resurgent gating that are critical to fast spiking, as in Purkinje neurons. However, it appears that the location and density of these channels (not their resurgence) is what underlies their role in pacemaking.
Materials and Methods
Animals. Male C57BL/6 mice [postnatal day 17 (P17) to P22; Charles River, Wilmington, MA] were used in the present study. C57BL/6 mice (P16 -P21) with the med TG mutation (Nav1.6 null) were obtained from Dr. Miriam Meisler Laboratory at the University of Michigan (Kohrman et al., 1995) . Data from congenic wild-type littermates and C57BL/6 mice were indistinguishable and were thus pooled.
The handling of mice and all procedures performed on them were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Northwestern University and were in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide to the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and Society for Neuroscience guidelines. All efforts were made to minimize the number of animals used and the suffering of killed animals.
Tissue preparation. Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane and decapitated. Brains were removed rapidly and placed immediately in icecold artificial CSF (ACSF) [in mM: 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1 MgCl 2 , 2 CaCl 2 , 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , 13 glucose, and 25 NaHCO 3 , bubbled continuously with carbogen (95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 ) (slice experiments)] or ice-cold sucrose solution [in mM: 250 sucrose, 11 glucose, 15 HEPES, 4 MgSO 4 , 1 NaH 2 PO 4 , 2.5 KCl, 1 kynurenic acid, and 0.1 N-nitro-L-arginine, and 0.005 glutathione, pH 7.4 (300 -305 mOsm/liter bubbled continuously with oxygen (acute experiments)]. Thin coronal slices (250 -300 m) containing globus pallidus (the external globus pallidus in primates is equivalent to the globus pallidus in rodents, which was studied in this project and will be referred to as the GPe; the primate internal globus pallidus is equivalent to the rodent entopeduncular nucleus) were made using a vibrating microtome (VT1000s; Leica via Leitz, Nussloch, Germany) and incubated for 0.5-4 h in ACSF (slice experiments) or sodium bicarbonate-buffered Earle's balanced salt solution (EBSS) bubbled with carbogen (acute experiments). EBSS also contained the following (in mM): 23 glucose, 1 kynurenic acid, 0.1 N-nitro-L-arginine, and 0.005 glutathione.
For voltage-clamp experiments with acutely isolated neurons, individual slices were transferred to a low-Ca 2ϩ buffer [in mM: 140 Na isethionate, 23 glucose, 15 HEPES, 2 KCl, 4 MgCl 2 , 0.2 CaCl 2 , 1 kynurenic acid, 0.1 N-nitro-L-arginine, and 0.005 glutathione, pH 7.4 (300 -305 mOsm/ liter)], and the GPe was dissected and incubated at 30°C for 25 min in oxygenated HBSS [in mM: 11 HEPES, 4 MgCl 2 , 1 CaCl 2 , 1 pyruvic acid, 1 kynurenic acid, 0.1 N-nitro-L-arginine, 0.005 glutathione, and 1 mg/ml protease XIV, pH 7.4 (300 -305 mOsm/liter, bubbled with O 2 )]. After enzyme incubation, the tissue was transferred to the low-Ca 2ϩ HEPESbuffered saline, rinsed, and mechanically dissociated using fire-polished Pasteur pipettes. The resulting cell suspension was plated onto a 35 mm Petri dish mounted onto an inverted microscope. During the course of the experiment, nonrecorded cells were constantly perfused with a background solution containing the following (in mM): 140 NaCl, 23 glucose, 15 HEPES, 2 KCl, 2 MgCl 2 , and 1 CaCl 2 , pH 7.4 (300 -305 mOsm/liter).
Whole-cell and cell-attached recording in slices. Slices were transferred to a small volume (Ͻ0.5 ml) recording chamber that was mounted on a fixed-stage, upright microscope (BX51; Olympus Optical, Melville, NY) equipped with infrared differential interference contrast (IR-DIC) [0.9 numerical aperture (NA)] with de Sénarmont compensation (Olympus Optical). Experiments were performed at room temperature (22°C). The recording chamber was superfused with carbogen-saturated ACSF with a flow rate of 2-3 ml/min. Neuronal somata and proximal dendrites were visualized by video microscopy at high magnification (60ϫ, 0.9 NA water immersion objective; Olympus Optical) with a back-thinned, frametransfer cooled CCD camera (Micromax EBFT512; Roper Scientific, Trenton, NJ) aided by a contrast enhancement system (Argus-20; Hamamatsu Photonics, Bridgewater, NJ).
Conventional tight-seal (Ͼ3 G⍀) whole-cell patch-clamp and cellattached recordings were made on visually identified, GPe neurons based on size and somatodendritic morphology. Only neurons in the rostral to midlevel GPe were studied (Shammah-Lagnado et al., 1996) . GPe neurons were further identified by their physiological features , including resting level of discharge (ϳ12 Hz during cell-attached recording) and prominent voltage sag during hyperpolarizing current injection. Neurons that were included in the sample had (1) basal discharge rate Ͼ8 Hz, (2) evidence of HCN currents with a Ϫ100 pA, 500 ms current step, and (3) a spike width at spike threshold that did not exceed 1.5 ms.
Patch electrodes (1.5 mm outer diameter) were fabricated from filamented, thick-walled borosilicate glass (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA) pulled on a Flaming-Brown puller (P-97; Sutter Instruments) and fire polished immediately before use. Pipette resistance was typically 3-6 M⍀ when filled with recording solution. The recording internal solution consisted of the following (in mM): 140 KMeSO 4 , 5 KCl, 10 Naphosphocreatine, 0.025-0.05 EGTA, 2.0 Mg-ATP, 0.4 Na 3 -GTP, and 10 HEPES, pH 7.25-7.30 (280 mOsm). The liquid junction potential between our internal solution and ACSF was estimated to be ϳ7 mV; this was estimated by measuring the potential change produced by moving the tip of an electrode filled with normal internal solution from an identical solution (in which there should be no liquid junction potential) to the normal external solution. The 7 mV difference was subtracted from all records. Somatic whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were obtained via a MultiClamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Union City, CA) interfaced to a Pentium-based personal computer running pClamp9 (Molecular Devices). The signal was filtered at 1-4 kHz and digitized at 5-20 kHz with a Digidata 1322A (Molecular Devices). For current-clamp recordings, the amplifier bridge circuit was adjusted to compensate for electrode resistance and monitored. Electrode capacitance was also compensated. If series resistance increased Ͼ20% during recording, the data were discarded.
Whole-cell recording in the acutely dissociated preparation. Voltageclamp recordings were performed using electrodes pulled from Corning (Corning, NY) 7052 glass, coated with R-6101 (Corning) and fire polished immediately before use. Electrodes were typically 2-3 M⍀ in the bath. Recordings were obtained via an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices) interfaced to a Macintosh computer running Pulse software (HEKA Elektronik, Lambrecht, Germany) through an ITC-16 (InstruTech, Port Washington, NY). After the gigaohm seal was formed and the cell membrane was ruptured, series resistance was compensated (75-80%) and frequently monitored. The intracellular recording solution contained the following (in mM): 60 mM N-methyl-D-glutamine, 20 HEPES, 50 Cs 2 SO 4 , 2 MgCl 2 , 0.5 Na 2 SO 4 , 22 phosphocreatine, 3 mM Mg-ATP, 0.7 Na 2 -GTP, and 0.1 leupeptin, pH 7.25 (with H 2 SO 4 , 265-270 mOsm/liter). During recording, cells were bathed in extracellular solutions applied via a gravity-fed capillary perfusion array positioned several hundred micrometers away from the cell under study. Bathing solutions were changed by adjusting the position of the array using a direct current actuator (Newport, Irving, CA). Solution changes were complete within Ͻ1 s. For recording transient Na ϩ currents, the external solution contained the following (in mM): 10 NaCl, 110 tetraethylammonium (TEA) chloride, 10 HEPES, 10 CsCl, 0.3 CdCl 2 , 1 MgCl 2 , and 2 BaCl 2 , pH 7.4 (300 -305 mOsm/liter). For recording subthreshold Na ϩ currents, the external solution contained the following (in mM): 115 NaCl, 45 TEA-Cl, 10 HEPES, 0.3 CdCl 2 , 1 MgCl 2 , and 2 BaCl 2 , pH 7.4 (300 -305 mOsm/liter). In all of our voltage-clamp studies, neurons were initially patched in the low Na ϩ external solution. The liquid junction potential between our internal solution and the reduced Na ϩ external solution was estimated by the approach described above; the potential was consistently Ͻ4 mV and was not corrected for. Protocols were repeated in external solution plus 300 nM tetrodotoxin (TTX), and these recordings were subtracted from the control records to isolate TTXsensitive sodium current. Unless noted otherwise, all chemicals were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). All recordings were performed at room temperature (22°C).
In the vast majority of neurons (ϳ90%), peak currents were Ͻ1 nA with 10 mM Na ϩ external solutions. In these cells, the voltage error introduced by uncompensated series resistance was estimated to be Ͻ1 mV (75% compensation of 3 M⍀ yields 750 K⍀ residual series resistance ϫ 1 nA ϭ 0.75 mV). Cells with Ͼ2 nA peak currents (yielding ϳ2 mV error) were discarded. To ensure adequate voltage control, several additional steps (beyond recording in reduced Na ϩ solutions) were taken. Only cells with relatively short (25-50 m) processes were selected for recording; after entering whole-cell mode, often the processes retracted, making cells nearly spherical. In each cell, current activation plots were generated, and any evidence of loss of voltage control (discontinuities in the current-voltage relationship that would yield slope factors Ͻ5 mV) resulted in the cell being discarded. Also, variation in the activation kinetics of test pulse currents evoked in inactivation protocols was taken for evidence of bad space clamp. In the ramp experiments in which external Na ϩ was near physiological levels, discontinuities in the rising phase of the currents was taken as evidence as bad control in the worst case, and this was manifested as spiking; peak currents in these situations were invariably small (Ͻ300 pA), making series resistance errors small. In some cases, control was reestablished by reducing the Na ϩ current driving force and the experiments were repeated.
Data analysis. Data were plotted and analyzed with IgorPro (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR). Transient Na ϩ currents evoked by depolarizing steps were fit with a modified Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) formalism of the form g ϭ g max m 3 (V,t)h(V,t)(V Ϫ V rev ), where g is the conductance, g max is the maximal conductance, V is transmembrane voltage, t is time, V rev is the Na
where ␣ is a scalar, 0 Ͻ ␤ Ͻ 1 (the component of inactivation that decays with a h1 time constant), and ␥ is a scalar representing the component of the current that is persistent (typically 0.01-0.05), m is the activation time constant, and h1 and h2 are the fast and slow inactivation time constants. The development of inactivation between Ϫ60 and Ϫ40 mV was estimated by stepping into this voltage range for a variable period before delivering a test step to assay for deinactivated channels. Inactivation kinetics were determined by fitting measurements of peak current as a function of prepulse duration. Deactivation kinetics were estimated by briefly depolarizing the membrane to open channels and then repolarizing to hyperpolarized membrane potentials. These tail currents were fit with simple monoexponential or biexponential functions. Nominally steady-state conductance-voltage and inactivation-voltage curves were fit with a Boltzmann function of the following form:
C , where V 1/2 is the half-activation or inactivation voltage, and Vc is the slope factor. Activation data were fit with a third-order (c ϭ 3) and inactivation was fit with a first-order (c ϭ 1) Boltzmann function. Window current estimates and fits of persistent currents were generated assuming that the current was given by (m 3 (V,ϱ)(h(V,ϱ) ϩ ␥))(V Ϫ V rev ). Driving force was estimated from the Nernst equation (as described above) or from the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation (Hille, 2001) ; there were only small differences in the estimates of conductance or permeability (respectively) derived from these choices in driving force estimates with the ionic concentrations used. Activation and deactivation time constants were plotted as a function of voltage and fit with an equation of the following form:
where V is transmembrane voltage and ␣1-␣3, ␤1-␤3, and c1-c2 are fitted constants. This equation is derived from the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism and assumes a single voltage-dependent state transition. Slow inactivation-voltage curves were fit with a modified Boltzmann equation of the following form: I/I max ϭ (1 Ϫ I resid )/((1 ϩ exp(Ϫ(V Ϫ V 1/2 )/V c )) ϩ I resid , where I resid is the residual (noninactivating) fraction of the current, and V c is the slope factor. Time constants for the entry into the slow inactivated state were reasonably fit with a single-exponential function; exit from the slow inactivated state required a double-exponential fit.
Statistical analyses were performed using Systat (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Sample statistics are given as mean Ϯ SEM or median if accompanied with a nonparametric box plot of data spread. In data presented as box plots, the central line represents the median, the edges of the box represents interquartiles, and the "whisker lines" show the extent of the overall distribution, excluding outliers (points Ͼ1.5 ϫ interquartile range).
Tissue and single-cell reverse transcription-PCR analysis. Acutely isolated neurons were aspirated into sterilized glass pipettes containing nominally RNase-free patch solution or diethylpyrocarbonate-treated water and 0.8 U/l SUPERase-In (Ambion, Austin, TX). Sterile gloves were worn during the procedure to minimize RNase contamination. After aspiration, the contents of the pipette were ejected into 0.6 ml presiliconized tubes (Midwest Scientific, Valley Park, MO) containing a reverse transcription (RT) mix. This mix contained 0.7 l of Superase-IN (20 U/l), 1.9 l of diethylpyrocarbonate-treated water, 1 l of dNTPs (10 mM), 0.7 l of BSA (143 g/l), and 0.7 l of oligo-dT (0.5 g/l). Together with cell contents, the mixture was heated to 65°C for 5 min to linearize mRNA and then placed on ice for at least 1 min. Single-strand cDNA was synthesized from the cellular mRNA by adding 2 l of 10ϫ PCR buffer, 4 l of MgCl 2 (25 mM), 2 l of DTT (0.1 M), 1 l of RNase out (40 U/l), and 6 l of diethylpyrocarbonate-treated water. This mixture was then incubated at 42°C for 2 min. After the initial incubation, 0.7 l of Superscript II (50 U/l) was added, and the mixture was kept at 42°C for an additional 50 min. The reaction was terminated by heating to 70°C for 15 min. The RNA strand in the RNA-DNA hybrid was then removed by adding 0.5 l of RNase H (2 U/l) and incubating at 37°C for 20 min. All reagents except Superase-IN (Ambion) were obtained from Invitrogen (Gaithersburg, MD). Single-cell (sc) cDNA was amplified using a conventional PCR approach with a programmable thermal cycler (MJ Research, Watertown, MA). PCR primers were developed from GenBank sequences with commercially available OLIGO 6.7.1 software (National Biosciences, Plymouth, MN). Primers and reaction protocols for choline acetyltransferase (ChAT), glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD67), parvalbumin (PV), enkephalin (ENK), Nav␤1, Nav␤2, and Nav␤3, and Nav1.1, Nav1.2, and Nav1.6 channels have been described previously (Song et al., 1998; Tkatch et al., 1998; Maurice et al., 2004; Surmeier et al., 2005) . The primers for Na␤4 cDNA (GenBank accession number BK001031) were GGATCGTGAAGAACGATAAGT (position 245) and AGCCAGGATGATGAGAGTCACCG (position 482). The predicted product length was 260. After amplification, PCR products were labeled by ethidium bromide and separated by electrophoresis on agarose gels. Amplicons were of the expected size and sequence. RT-PCR was performed using procedures designed to minimize the chance of cross-contamination. Negative controls for contamination from extraneous DNA were run for every batch of neurons. Contamination from extraneous sources was checked by eliminating the cellular template for one reverse transcript reaction. The controls were consistently negative in these experiments.
NEURON simulations. Experimentally recorded currents were modeled with NEURON, version 5.9 Carnevale, 1997, 2001 ). All experimental data on TTX-sensitive sodium currents were obtained in this study and incorporated into a kinetic scheme based on previously derived models (Kuo and Bean, 1994; Carr et al., 2003) . The factor a from previous models was replaced with m and n, where m ϭ ((Oon/Ooff)/ (Con/Coff))ˆ(1/2) (preserving microscopic reversibility), and n ϭ 2. Furthermore, the rates Oon, Ooff, , ␣S X (where X is o, b, or i depending on the states between which the transition occurs) were made voltage dependent. The rates were calculated by Oon ϭ Oon0
The single slow inactivated states from Carr et al. (2003) were replaced with 10 slow inactivated states. The values of all rate constants have been altered to more accurately fit the adjustments made to the model scheme. NEURON mod files containing these descriptions are available on request. The Nav1.6 channel model (modNav1.6) was modified from the model Nav1.1/1.2 channels (modNav1.1) by increasing bl0 from 0.08 to 0.15 and decreasing Ooff0 from 3 to 0.77.
The model GPe neuron was constructed of a cylindrical soma (length ϫ diameter, 25 ϫ 25 m), a cylindrical hillock (length ϫ diameter, 15 ϫ 3.2 m), an axon initial segment (AIS) (length ϫ diameter, 30 ϫ 1.4 m), a cylindrical axon consisting of an unmyelinated section (length ϫ diameter, 50 ϫ 1 m), followed by a sequence of five myelinated sections (length ϫ diameter, 100 ϫ 1 m) separated by four unmyelinated nodes (length ϫ diameter, 1 ϫ 1 m) and four cylindrical dendrites (length ϫ diameter, 800 ϫ 1 m). Axial resistivity was 150 ⍀cm.
Membrane capacitance was 0.75 F/cm 2 for myelinated compartments and 0.04 F/cm 2 for unmyelinated compartments. For wild-type simulations, modNav1.1 was inserted into the soma and hillock at a density (S/cm 2 ) of 0.2 and 0.1, respectively; a gradient of modNav1.1 channels was established from the soma (0.0.08 S/cm 2 ) to the end of the dendrites (0.008 S/cm 2 ); modNav1.1 channels were omitted from the rest of the model. modNav1.6 channels were inserted into the AIS (2 S/cm 2 ), nodes (0.1 S/cm 2 ), soma (0.05 S/cm 2 ), and the dendrites (a gradient from 0.02 S/cm 2 near the soma to 0.002 S/cm 2 at the distal end) but omitted from the rest of the model. This sodium channel distribution resembled that used in previous studies (McCormick et al., 2007; Meeks and Mennerick, 2007) ; spikes originated in the AIS and propagated toward the soma and down the axon. Channel densities were chosen to give an autonomous spiking rate of ϳ12 Hz. The anatomical parameters were similar to those of GPe neurons but not exact; the general behavior of the model was insensitive to small perturbations in the choice of parameters. For Nav1.6 null simulations, modNav1.6 was eliminated completely. To mimic a situation in which compensation had occurred, modNav1.6 channels were replaced with modNav1.1 channels; at the same density, the autonomous spiking rate was ϳ10 Hz and was compensated for by increasing modNav1.1 density by 15% (resulting in a discharge rate of 13 Hz). The response to ramp currents was simulated by placing an electrode on the soma and delivering a 1 s current ramp from a negative holding potential (as done experimentally).
Also inserted into these compartments were channels known to be important to the spiking of GPe neurons; mod files for HCN1, HCN2, SK, Kv2, Kv3, Kv7 (KCNQ), and Kir2 channels, as well as a Ca 2ϩ buffering system were constrained by experimental data (Baranauskas et al., 1999 (Baranauskas et al., , 2003 Tkatch et al., 2000; Chan et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2005) or acquired from NEU-RON database mod files from previous simulations (Migliore et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2002; Khaliq et al., 2003) and incorporated into the appropriate compartments. All simulations were done at 23°C and with an E Na of 50 mV. NEURON mod files providing a complete description of the model are available on request and are posted on the NeuronDB web site (http://senselab.med.yale.edu/neurondb).
Results
Autonomous discharge rate graded with Na ؉ channel availability In tissue slices held at room temperature (ϳ22°C), medium-sized, GABAergic GPe projection neurons spike autonomously at just over 10 Hz (12.5 Ϯ 0.3 Hz; n ϭ 124) in a very regular manner (coefficient of variation, 0.18 Ϯ 0.01; n ϭ 124) ( Fig. 1C-E) . In contrast, large basal forebrain cholinergic neurons found along the medioventral border of the GPe with the internal capsule were quiescent; these cells were excluded from this study. Although previous work had established the Na ϩ channel dependence of autonomous pacemaking in GPe neurons, the quantitative features of this relationship have not been examined. To fill this gap, the efficacy of Na ϩ channel blocker TTX was determined using acutely isolated GPe neurons in which the Na ϩ channel currents could be isolated and voltage clamped (Narahashi et al., 1960) . Similar to findings in other cell types (Goldin, 2001; Maurice et al., 2004) , the TTX dose-response relationship was fit with a single site Hill-Langmuir equation yielding an IC 50 of near 3 nM (Fig. 1 B) . Next, to quantify the relationship between Na ϩ channel availability and pacemaking, increasing doses of TTX were applied, and the effect on autonomous discharge of GPe neurons in tissue slices was measured. Unexpectedly, the effect of TTX on Na ϩ channel availability predicted its effect on discharge rate ( Fig. 1 B-E ). Autonomous pacemaking was more sensitive to Na ϩ channel block than was spiking per se because block of ϳ95% of Na ϩ channels eliminated pacemaking without preventing generation of a spike in response to a brief current pulse ( Fig. 1 E, inset) .
Na
؉ channels of principal GPe neurons were heterogeneous To get a molecular picture of the Na ϩ channels contributing to pacemaking and fast spiking, GPe neurons were acutely isolated from tissue slices and harvested for scRT-PCR profiling. This screen identified two basic cell types: (1) medium-sized neurons that expressed the 67 kDa isoform of GAD67 and either ENK or PV, and (2) large neurons that expressed ChAT but low or undetectable levels of GAD67, ENK, or PV (Fig. 2 A) . These large cholinergic neurons were excluded from the study. The GABAergic (GAD67-positive) GPe neurons were also profiled for Na Firing rate of GPe neurons is sensitive to Na ϩ channel availability. A, Left, Light micrograph of a coronal mouse slice showing the location of the GPe and adjacent structures. GPe is sandwiched between the curve of the lateral caudate-putamen (CPu) and the medial internal capsule (IC). The high density of myelinated fibers gives the nucleus a very distinctive, opaque appearance (Amyg, amygdale; LV, lateral ventricle; Ctx, cortex). Right, IR-DIC micrograph showing GPe neurons from a tissue slice. B, Dose-response curve for TTX in the dissociated, voltage-clamped preparation. Na ϩ current was measured by 5 ms voltage steps to Ϫ20 mV from Ϫ80 mV (inset). The smooth curve represents fitting of the data with a Hill-Langmuir equation, yielding an IC 50 of 3.1 Ϯ 0.2 nM (n ϭ 6). C, Extracellular unit activity of a visually identified GPe neuron measured with non-invasive, tight-seal cell-attached patch recording in standard ACSF (top) and 10 nM TTX (bottom). D, Under whole-cell recording, 30 nM TTX blocks spontaneous activity and subthreshold oscillatory activity in a GPe neuron. E, The basal firing rate in the presence of TTX is reasonably predicted by Na ϩ channel availability (n ϭ 6). Inset, An action potential could still be elicited in 30 nM TTX, witha2ms, 500 pA depolarizing current injection.
channel subunits and found to express Nav1.1, Nav1.2, and Nav1.6 ␣-subunit mRNAs, in addition to Na␤1, Na␤2, Na␤3, and Na␤4 accessory subunits (supplemental Fig. 1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
؉ channels of GPe neurons had unremarkable fast-gating kinetics Acutely isolated, medium-sized GPe neurons were then subjected to biophysical analysis using whole-cell patch-clamp techniques. To maximize the quality of our voltage control, only neurons with relatively short processes were clamped, and the extracellular Na ϩ concentration was lowered. The transient current typically associated with Na ϩ channels was elicited with voltage steps from a holding potential of Ϫ80 mV (Fig. 2B ). For the purposes of description, currents were fit with an HH formalism (Fig. 2B, inset) . No attempt was made to accurately fit the foot of the rising phase of the currents, because recent work has shown there to be deviations from an HH formalism (Baranauskas and Martina, 2006) ; these fits only serve to allow the basic voltage dependence of channel gating to be compared with previous work. Plots of the peak conductance estimates from these fits as a function of step voltage were fit with a thirdorder Boltzmann function. The median half-activation voltage for this third-order function in a sample of GPe neurons was Ϫ38.8 mV, and the median slope factor (V c ) was 7.3 mV (n ϭ 19). Data are summarized in Figure 2C . The median voltage at which the conductance was half-maximum was Ϫ29 mV. Deactivation of Na ϩ channels was examined by activating them with a brief step to Ϫ20 mV and then stepping to more hyperpolarized membrane potentials (Fig.  2D) . Currents deactivated monoexponentially at all potentials (at more depolarized potentials, inactivation accounted for the slower component of the biexponential decay seen in the traces). Time constants obtained by fitting these deactivation currents were plotted together with those obtained from the HH fits described above (Fig. 2E) .
To characterize the steady-state voltage dependence of fast inactivation, the membrane potential was stepped to voltages between Ϫ110 and Ϫ30 mV for a period sufficient to allow this process to equilibrate (250 ms), and then a test pulse was given (Fig. 3A) . Plots of the peak current evoked by the test pulse as a function of prepulse voltage were accurately described by a first-order Boltzmann function (Fig. 3B) . The median half-inactivation voltage was Ϫ53 mV, and the slope factor near 5 mV (n ϭ 21).
Previous work in the hippocampus suggests that Na ϩ channels in fast-spiking cells have slower inactivation kinetics than do regular spiking neurons (Martina and Jonas, 1997 ). This was not the case in fast-spiking GPe neurons. Rates of inactivation were determined using three different protocols. At depolarized potentials, the time constant for development of inactivation was determined from the Hodgkin-Huxley fits to the currents evoked in response to step depolarization (Fig. 2 B, inset) . Plotting currents evoked by steps to Ϫ30 and 0 mV on a log scale revealed two exponentials in the decay of the Na ϩ current (Fig. 3E ). Variance analysis of the HH fits agreed with this inference, because the mean square variance of the curve fits improved significantly with the addition of a second exponential component but not a third (at Ϫ30mV); the relative variance (normalized by the variance of the three-exponential fit) for the first, second and third exponential fits were 3.4, 1.02, and 1. The development and re- GABAergic projection neuron on the left is ϳ10 m in diameter. Adjacent is a photograph of an ethidium bromide-stained gel showing the amplicons generated from an scRT-PCR profile of this cell; detectable levels of GAD67 were identified in all projection neurons, whereas ENK (expressed in this cell) and PV (not expressed in this cell) mRNA showed heterogeneous expression (supplemental Fig. 1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The larger cell on the right is a cholinergic neuron found intermingled with GPe projection neurons; it is approximately twice the diameter of GPe projection neurons and expresses ChAT but not detectable levels of GAD67, ENK, or PV mRNA. B, Transient currents measured by depolarizing steps from Ϫ80 mV can be accurately fit with a Hodgkin-Huxley formalism (inset). C, The peak conductances as a function of step voltage are fit with a third-order Boltzmann equation with a median half-activation voltage (V h ) of Ϫ38.8 mV and slope factor (V c ) of 7.3 mV. D, Deactivation is measured by brief steps to Ϫ20 mV, followed by repolarization of the membrane. The curve can accurately be fit with either a double exponential (if inactivation is occurring at that potential) or a single exponential (just deactivation). E, Time constants of activation and deactivation can be compiled into a curve that describes the kinetics of the activation gate at a given potential.
covery of inactivation near the foot of the activation curve were determined using standard multistep conditioning protocols.
Plots of test step current as a function of time and voltage were best fit with biexponential equations (Fig. 3C,D) . The fast and slow time constants from protocols were compiled into a single plot (Fig. 3F ) and fit with a two-state model derived from the HH formalism. The relative amplitude of the fast and slow time constants varied only modestly with membrane voltage (Fig. 3F,  inset ). More importantly, the fast inactivation time constants here closely resemble those of neurons not capable of fast spiking (Martina and Jonas, 1997; Maurice et al., 2004) . Hence, if these channels are distinctive, it is in some property other than fast inactivation.
Slow inactivation of Na ؉ channels was similar to that in other neurons Another mechanism that reduces the availability of Na ϩ channels is slow inactivation. Membrane depolarization promotes channel entry into this nonconducting state (Jung et al., 1997; Mickus et al., 1999; Carr et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2006) . Thus, slow inactivation could be particularly important for GPe neurons that, like their neighbors in the STN, spike at high rates and maintain relatively depolarized membrane potentials (Do and Bean, 2003) . Entry of channels into the slow inactivated state from the fast inactivated state was studied using long depolarizing steps, whereas entry from the open state was examined with trains of short pulses (5 ms step to Ϫ20 mV at 20 Hz). Occupancy in the slow inactivated states was estimated by measuring channel availability after a 1 s step to Ϫ80 mV, a sufficient time to allow full recovery from fast inactivation. During pulse trains, entry of channels into the slow inactivated state from the open state occurred with a time constant of 4.5 Ϯ 1.0 s and reached ϳ20% within 15 s. With steps to Ϫ20 mV (rather than pulse trains), the time constant describing entry into the slow inactivated state was comparable (4.0 Ϯ 0.5 s), but steps inactivated significantly more Na ϩ channels after 15 s and inactivation continued to grow if the step was maintained (Fig. 4 A) . However, if only the time spent at depolarized membrane potentials was used to estimate the entry time constant, the entry rate appeared to be 10 times faster from the open state (during a pulse) than from the fast-inactivated state (during a step). So, there was less slow inactivation during a pulse train only because the time spent by channels in a permissive open state was less than that for an equal duration step.
The voltage dependence of slow inactivation was estimated using 5 s conditioning steps. Although slow inactivation had not reached steady state by 5 s, this pulse length allowed a range of voltages to be examined before the quality of the recording had deteriorated. These data were reasonably fit with a single Boltzmann function having a half-inactivation voltage of Ϫ50.4 Ϯ 2.6 mV and a slope factor of 20 Ϯ 2 mV (Fig. 4 B) . Figure 3 . The fast inactivation kinetics of GPe Na ϩ channels are best described with two time constants. A, The voltage dependence of inactivation was measured by 250 ms voltage steps, followed by a test pulse to Ϫ20 mV to measure availability. B, The availability as a function of voltage is plotted and fit with a first-order Boltzmann function. The half-inactivation voltage (V h ) was Ϫ53.7 mV and the slope factor (V c ) was 5.0 mV (the blue line is the third-order Boltzmann fit of activation conductance from Fig. 2C ). C, The development of inactivation at subthreshold potentials was measured by voltage steps of increasing length and fit with double-exponential equations (Ϫ70, blue triangles; Ϫ60, red triangles; Ϫ50, green squares; Ϫ40, black circles). D, The recovery of inactivation is measured by hyperpolarizing steps of increasing length, followed by a test pulse to Ϫ20 mV. Peak amplitudes as a function of time are best fit with a double exponential (Ϫ100 mV, orange diamonds; Ϫ90 mV, blue triangles; Ϫ80 mV, green triangles; Ϫ70, red squares; Ϫ60 mV, black circles). E, The decay of the sodium current generated by a step to Ϫ30 mV is most accurately fit with a double-exponential function (top trace, blue line). Decay at 0 mV could more accurately be fit with a single-exponential function than the step to Ϫ30 mV (bottom trace, red line) but was still better fit with a doubleexponential function (blue line). Although the amount of slow inactivation appeared to show a dependence on voltage, the kinetics of entry and recovery from this state did not. Unlike fast inactivation, in which entry into the fast-inactivated state was faster at more depolarized potentials and recovery was faster at more hyperpolarized potentials, the kinetics of slow inactivation were similar throughout the voltage range. With a step to Ϫ20 mV, slow inactivation developed with a time constant of 4.0 Ϯ 0.5 s, whereas at Ϫ50 mV, the time constant of development was 4.0 Ϯ 0.6 s (Fig. 4C) . At Ϫ80 mV, the time constant of recovery from a 5 s step was 3.7 Ϯ 0.5 s, and, at Ϫ100 mV, it was 4.0 Ϯ 0.6 s (Fig. 4 D) .
In hippocampal dentate granule cells, the recovery from slow inactivation is dependent on the length of step used to produce inactivation. The longer the time spent at a depolarized potential, the slower the recovery kinetics (Ellerkmann et al., 2001 ). Recovery from slow inactivation in GPe neurons was also dependent on inactivating step length. Plotting the time constant of recovery as a function of prepulse duration revealed a power law relationship of the form ϭ t 0.6 , where t is the length of the inactivating step to Ϫ20 mV (Fig. 4 E, F ) . The deviation from the power law function at short prepulse durations was likely a measurement artifact because there is a greater proportion of recovery from slow inactivated states during the first second of short prepulses that is not measurable in the protocol.
Persistent and resurgent Na
؉ currents are prominent in GPe neurons The biophysical tests to this point have not revealed anything about Na ϩ channels in GPe neurons that indicates they are tailored to allow fast spiking or autonomous spiking. Two other gating modes linked to repetitive spiking were examined. Persistent Na ϩ channel gating has a well characterized role in shaping excitability and action potential generation (Pennartz et al., 1997; Bevan and Wilson, 1999; Agrawal et al., 2001; Taddese and Bean, 2002; Do and Bean, 2003) . In addition to persistence, Na ϩ channels in Purkinje and other fast-spiking neurons display a gating mode that leads to a resurgent current during repolarization of the membrane after a spike Bean, 1997, 1999 ϩ currents were present in GPe neurons. The persistent current was present in the voltage range in which activation of Na ϩ channels had begun but inactivation was incomplete. During a 4 s ramp from Ϫ80 to 0 mV, persistent current was evident above Ϫ65 mV and peaked at Ϫ40 mV (I max ϭ 55.3 Ϯ 6.4 pA in physiological concentrations of external Na ϩ ) (Fig. 5A) . This is the voltage range between the trough of the afterhyperpolarizing potential (Ϫ68 Ϯ 1 mV; n ϭ 11) and spike threshold (Ϫ51 Ϯ 1 mV; n ϭ 11) in GPe neurons, suggesting that Na ϩ channel persistent currents are well suited to a role in driving autonomous pacemaking.
Resurgent current has typically been found in neurons that fire at high rates, either in bursts or rhythmically (Afshari et al., 2004) . Resurgence is thought to result from the exit of a blocking particle during membrane repolarization; the particle appears to have access to its binding site only when the channel is open and once bound prevents the channel from undergoing fast inactivation (Khaliq et al., 2003) . GPe neurons displayed a prominent resurgent Na ϩ current with kinetics similar to those described in Purkinje and STN neurons (Fig. 5B-E) (Do and Bean, 2003; Khaliq et al., 2003) . Slow inactivation reduced transient, persistent, and resurgent currents to similar extents (Fig. 5F ).
Neurons lacking the Nav1.6 subunit display reduced resurgence In Purkinje neurons from Nav1.6 null mice, resurgent Na ϩ current is virtually lost, and there is a significant reduction in autonomous spiking and the ability to spike at high rates (Raman and Bean, 1999; Khaliq et al., 2003) . In STN neurons, loss of Nav1.6 channels leads to a less drastic reduction in resurgence and no change in autonomous spiking or fast-spiking capacity (Do and Bean, 2004) . In acutely isolated GPe neurons from Nav1.6 null mice, there was a prominent (ϳ40%) reduction in the amplitude . GPe Na ϩ channels undergo slow inactivation during extended periods at depolarizing potentials or long trains of depolarizing pulses. A, Slow inactivation can be generated by both prolonged steps to depolarized potentials (filled circles) and trains of brief pulses (open circles), as measured by test pulses after increasing lengths of pulses or trains. The time constants for development during the pulse trains and steps are 4.5 Ϯ 1 and 4.0 Ϯ 0.5 s, respectively. B, The pseudo-steady state of slow inactivation after 5 s is measured by a test pulse 1 s after an inactivating step. The peak current is plotted as a function of voltage and fit with a first-order Boltzmann equation. The half-inactivation voltage at this time point is Ϫ50.4 Ϯ 2.6 mV, with a slope factor of 20 Ϯ 2 mV. Calibration: for traces (inset), 200 pA, 2 ms. C, The kinetics of entry into the slow inactivated state are not voltage dependent (Ϫ50 mV, 4.0 Ϯ 2.1 s; Ϫ40 mV, 4.3 Ϯ 0.7 s; Ϫ30 mV, 3.7 Ϯ 0.5 s; Ϫ20 mV, 4.0 Ϯ 0.5 s; n ϭ 5). Calibration: for traces (inset), 200 pA, 2 ms. D, The kinetics of recovery from slow inactivation are not voltage dependent (Ϫ100 mV, 4.0 Ϯ 0.6 s; Ϫ90 mV, Ϫ3.9 Ϯ 0.7 s; Ϫ80 mV, 3.7 Ϯ 0.5 s; Ϫ70 mV, 3.2 Ϯ 0.7 s; n ϭ 5). Calibration: for traces (inset), 200 pA, 2 ms. E, The recovery from slow inactivation is measured by test pulses every 2 s after increasing lengths of inactivating steps to Ϫ20 mV (2 s, black; 4 s, red; 8 s, green; 16 s, navy blue; 32 s, brown; 64 s, purple; 128 s, sky blue). Calibration: for traces (inset), 200 pA, 2 ms. F, The time constants for recovery as a function of time at inactivating voltage obeyed a power law with ϭ t 0.6 , where t is the length of the step to Ϫ20 mV.
of resurgent current (median amplitude of 260 pA in wild-type neurons; 158 pA in Nav1.6 null neurons) (Fig. 6 A, B) .
In contrast, there was no discernible change in the amplitude of transient current in acutely isolated Nav1.6 null GPe neurons (Fig. 6C) . Moreover, the steady-state voltage dependence of activation (V h of Ϫ40.2 Ϯ 0.7 mV; V c of 8.4 Ϯ 0.2 mV) and inactivation (V h of Ϫ54.8 Ϯ 1.1 mV; V c of 4.3 Ϯ 0.3 mV) of the transient Na ϩ channel current in Nav1.6 null neurons were not significantly different from wild-type neurons (n ϭ 11; p Ͼ 0.05, Mann-Whitney rank sum test) (supplemental Fig. 2 A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). However, the rate at which channels underlying the transient current inactivated was significantly greater in Nav1.6 null neurons (Fig. 6 D) . Both fast and slow time constants of inactivation were smaller across a broad range of test potentials in neurons lacking functional Nav1.6 channels (Fig. 6 E) . Although fast inactivation was altered, slow inactivation was not discernibly different (supplemental Fig. 2 B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Last, the amplitude and the voltage dependence of the persistent current in GPe neurons from Nav1.6 null mice also were not distinguishable from those taken from wild-type mice when viewed with slow voltage ramps (Fig.  6 F, G) or when those currents were converted to estimates of conductance as a function of voltage (Fig. 6 H) . Fitting the rising phase of the conductance plots also failed to reveal any difference in currents after the loss of Nav1.6 channels (Nav1.6 nulls, V h of Ϫ42.2 mV, V c of 3.2 mV, n ϭ 7; wild-type, V h of Ϫ43.6 mV, V c of 3.2 mV, n ϭ 12; p Ͼ 0.05, Mann-Whitney rank sum test).
Loss of Nav1.6 channels slowed autonomous pacemaking and diminished the response to intracellular current injection Although transient and persistent currents were unchanged in acutely isolated GPe Nav1.6 null neurons, autonomous pacemaking of GPe neurons in tissue slices (in which dendrites and the axon initial segment/axon were essentially preserved) was dramatically slowed. Wild-type GPe neurons (taken from either littermates of Nav1.6 null mice or other C57BL/6 litters) spiked autonomously near 12 Hz in the intact slice at room temperature (C57BL/6 control mean, 12.7 Hz, n ϭ 110; littermate mean, 12.0 Hz, n ϭ 14), whereas Nav1.6 null neurons spiked at approximately half that rate (mean, 5.4 Hz; n ϭ 75) (Fig. 7A,B) . The regularity of the discharge fell in parallel (Fig.  7C) . Consistent with the slowing, action potential threshold (as defined by the voltage at which there is a sudden change in voltage trajectory) during autonomous pacemaking was elevated by the loss of Nav1.6 channels, rising from Ϫ51 Ϯ 1 mV in wild-type neurons (n ϭ 11) to Ϫ44 Ϯ 1 mV in Nav1.6 null neurons (n ϭ 11; p Ͻ 0.001, Mann-Whitney rank sum test). Thresholds for eliciting single action potentials from a hyperpolarized potential (Ϫ97 mV) also were statistically different (median spike threshold: wild type, Ϫ56.8 mV, n ϭ 10; Nav1.6 null, Ϫ52.2 mV, n ϭ 30; p Ͻ 0.001, MannWhitney rank sum test) (Fig. 7D,E) , suggesting that the change in threshold was not a consequence of increased channel inactivation.
Because resurgent Na ϩ current is also thought to play an important role in fast spiking, maximal spiking rates of Nav1.6 null neurons were examined using current ramps. Wild-type neurons were typically able to sustain spiking throughout the ramp, attaining frequencies over 100 Hz (Fig. 7F ) . In contrast, none of the Nav1.6 null neurons were able to sustain spiking throughout the ramp and had significantly lower maximal firing frequencies (Fig.  7F-H ) . As expected from the elevation in spike threshold, first spike latency of Nav1.6 null neurons was also longer than wildtype neurons (average first spike latency, 57 Ϯ 8 ms in wild type; 102 Ϯ 10 ms in Nav1.6 null; p Ͻ 0.001, Mann-Whitney rank sum test). Last, as predicted from analysis of autonomous spiking, initial spike threshold (defined as the voltage at which there is an abrupt change in dV/dt) was elevated in Nav1.6 null neurons when driven by the current ramps but other aspects of the spike trajectory were not discernibly altered (Fig. 7I ) . . Na ϩ channels in the GPe conduct both persistent and resurgent currents. A, The persistent current is generated by a 4 s ramp from Ϫ80 to 0 mV. B, During repolarization of the membrane from depolarized potentials, a resurgent Na ϩ current is conducted by channels. C, Top, The amplitude of resurgent current is plotted against repolarization potential. The amplitude peaks near Ϫ30 mV at 260 pA (median; for box plot, see Fig. 6 B) . Middle, The time constant of activation is plotted against repolarization potential. The activation kinetics were approximately five times slower than the activation kinetics of the transient current. Bottom, The time constant of decay of the resurgent current as a function of repolarization potential. The kinetics were in the range of the slow time constant for fast inactivation. D, Slow inactivation of transient (black circles, measured at depolarizing step to ϩ30 mV), resurgent (blue triangles, peak current during repolarization to Ϫ30 mV), and persistent (red squares, steady-state current measured at end of repolarization step) are plotted as a function of prepulse potential and fit with a Boltzmann equation. The half-inactivation for transient, resurgent, and persistent currents were Ϫ49 Ϯ 3, Ϫ45 Ϯ 5, and Ϫ51 Ϯ 2 mV, respectively, and the slope factors were 7 Ϯ 2, 8 Ϯ 3, and 6 Ϯ 1 mV.
Loss of Nav1.6 channels leads to depolarization block in response to DBS-like stimulation In contrast to regular spiking neurons, neurons with the capacity to sustain fast spiking should be able to faithfully follow electrical DBS at therapeutically effective frequencies (90 -120 Hz at 37°C). Most models of how HFS-DBS works in the basal ganglia are based on the assumption that the targeted neurons behave like regular spiking neurons and HFS-DBS produces depolarization block (Na ϩ channel inactivation) and cessation of spiking in the STN and GPe (Benabid et al., 2002) . To test this hypothesis in GPe neurons, long trains of brief pulses (2 ms, 500 pA) were applied in the whole-cell configuration at 22°C. At 50 Hz, GPe neurons were fully capable of firing with every stimulus (Fig.  8 A) . At 100 Hz, neurons followed stimuli for a while and then settled into a regular discharge at a "preferred" frequency near 50 Hz (Fig. 8 B) . At 250 Hz, GPe neurons again followed the stimulus train briefly and then settled into a regular discharge at their preferred frequency (Fig. 8C) . Thus, high-frequency stimulation did not produce depolarization block and cessation of firing but rather sustained spiking at a preferred frequency (Fig. 8 D) . Because channel gating typically has a Q 10 of 2-3 (Hille, 2001) , these results suggest that, at body temperature (37°C), GPe neurons should be capable of sustained spiking at over 150 Hz, well in excess of the 90 -120 Hz that is therapeutically effective in PD patients (Benabid et al., 2002) . In contrast, agematched Nav1.6 null GPe neurons were not capable of sustained high-frequency discharge (Fig. 8 A-C) . At 25 Hz, Nav1.6 null neurons failed to follow stimulation faithfully. At higher stimulation rates, neurons fired spikes in a random, intermittent manner (Fig. 8 D) .
Simulations suggest dissociable roles for Nav1.6 channels The experimental work illustrated thus far shows that the loss of functional Nav1.6 channels leads to three alterations in the physiology of GPe neurons: (1) an elevation in spike threshold, (2) a slowing of autonomous pacemaking rate, and (3) a reduction in the ability to spike at high rates. To better understand the linkage between Nav1.6 channels and these changes, a model of GPe neurons was constructed using the NEURON platform (Hines and Carnevale, 2001 ). To capture the gating behavior of Nav1.6 and Nav1.1/1.2 channels, two multistate Markov models were constructed. Both models had a topology similar to previous models (Kuo and Bean, 1994; Carr et al., 2003) but added blocked (resurgent) states (Khaliq et al., 2003) and had multiple slow inactivated states that partially capture the power law behavior of slow inactivation (supplemental Fig. 3A , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The modNav1.1 accurately reproduced the currents seen in Nav1.6 null GPe neurons (those conducted by Nav1.1 and VOLTAGE (mV) Figure 6 . Na ϩ channels from Nav1.6 null GPe neurons exhibit a reduced resurgent current and an accelerated decay of the transient current but no reduction in transient or persistent current amplitudes. A, Representative traces of resurgent currents from wild-type (black, from Fig. 5B ) and Nav1.6 null (gray) GPe neurons, measured in physiologic external Na ϩ in whole-cell voltage clamp of dissociated neurons. B, Box plots of resurgent current amplitude in dissociated GPe neurons from WT (left) and Nav1.6 null (right). The median amplitude, measured as peak from baseline at Ϫ30 mV, for wild type is 260 pA (n ϭ 37), whereas the median for Nav1.6 null GPe neurons is reduced 40% to 158 pA (n ϭ 11; *p Ͻ 0.05, Mann-Whitney rank sum test). C, Box plot of transient current amplitudes of wild-type (black) and Nav1.6 null (gray) neurons. Median current amplitude from wild-type and Nav1.6 null neurons were 673.5 and 667.6 pA, respectively ( p Ͼ 0.05, Mann-Whitney rank sum test). D, Representative traces of transient current elicited by a test step to Ϫ20 mV. Current was normalized and plotted on a logarithmic scale to show the difference in inactivation kinetics between wild-type (black) and Nav1.6 null (gray) neurons. Inset shows the same traces plotted on a linear timescale. E, Fast (open circles in gray shadow) and slow (filled circles) time constants of fast inactivation in wild-type (black) and Nav1.6 null (gray) neurons. F, Box plot of persistent current amplitudes of wild-type (black) and Nav1.6 null (gray) neurons. Median current amplitudes for wild type and Nav1.6 null were 52.1 and 51.9 pA, respectively ( p Ͼ 0.05, Mann-Whitney rank sum test). G, Representative traces of persistent current from wild-type (black) and Nav1.6 (gray) neurons elicited by a 4 s ramp from Ϫ70 to 0 mV. H, Conductance measurements of persistent currents measured in a sample of wild-type (black lines) and Nav1.6 null (gray lines) neurons show considerable overlap. Nav1.2 channels combined). The second channel model, referred to as modNav1.6, was added to the first at an appropriate ratio to give an accurate reproduction of the wild-type Na ϩ currents (supplemental Fig. 3B-F , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
To generate an estimate of how the availability of each Na ϩ channel changed during pacemaking and DBS, channels were inserted into a spherical soma and the membrane potential driven with a simulated patch electrode. First, channel availability during pacemaking was studied. Using the voltage trajectory of a GPe neuron pacemaking at 12 Hz, Na ϩ channel state was monitored by measuring the probability of being in closed or open (not inactivated) states. The availability of modNav1.6 channels exceeded 60% as the membrane potential approached spike threshold, whereas that of modNav1.1 channels was less than half that (Fig. 9C, left) . The availability differences between the two channel models during pacemaking were primarily attributable to the resurgent gating mode. In the first 2 ms after the repolarization of the spike, the Nav1.6 channel recovers much faster than the modNav1.1 channel. When resurgent gating was eliminated in the Nav1.6 model (by changing Ob 0 to 1e-9 and Oon to 5 for both channel types), availability of the two channels during the pacemaking cycle was very similar (data not shown).
The difference in channel availability also was seen during DBS-like stimulation. Using the voltage of a GPe neuron recorded during the experiments described above, channel availability was monitored. At 50 Hz, modNav1.6 channel availability fluctuated between 10 and 40%, whereas modNav1.1 channels were much less available and never exceeded ϳ10% (Fig. 9C,  right) . Again, this difference was primarily attributable to resurgent gating, because reducing this mode shifted modNav1.6 availability to very near that of the modNav1.1 channels during DBS-like stimulation (data not shown).
To gain a better understanding of how these differences in channel behavior contributed to spiking, a more anatomically correct model was created that had an axon, AIS, soma, and four primary dendrites (see Materials and Methods). Because previous localization studies have shown that modNav1.6 channels are found primarily in the axon and AIS, these regions were populated with modNav1.6 channels, whereas the dendrites and soma were primarily populated with modNav1.1 channels (the somatic ratio of Nav1.1/Nav1.6 channels was 4, to match the inferred 
Figure 7. Nav1.6 null GPe neurons have reduced autonomous pacemaking, peak driven firing frequencies, and an elevated spike threshold. A, Voltage traces of autonomous activity in wild-type (black, top trace) and Nav1.6 null (gray, bottom trace) GPe neurons recorded under whole-cell current clamp in intact slices. B, Autonomous firing rate of wild-type (median of 12.6 Hz; n ϭ 124) and Nav1.6 null (right; median of 5.4 Hz; n ϭ 75) GPe neurons, as measured in the non-invasive, tight-seal, cell-attached mode, were significantly different ( **p Ͻ 0.01, Mann-Whitney rank sum test). C, Relationship between the discharge rate and the regularity of discharge (coefficient of variation) in wild-type (black) and Nav1.6 null (gray) neurons. D, Sample traces of a single action potential from wild-type (black, top trace) and Nav1.6 null (gray, bottom trace) neurons were elicited from Ϫ97 mV under whole-cell current clamp in intact slices. E, Spike thresholds measured from wild-type and Nav1.6 null GPe neurons held at Ϫ97 mV were significantly different ( **p Ͻ 0.01, Mann-Whitney rank sum test; median spike threshold: wild type, Ϫ56.8 mV, n ϭ 10; Nav1.6 null, Ϫ52.2 mV, n ϭ 30). F, Voltage traces from a wild-type (black) and Nav1.6 null (gray) neuron during a 1 s ramp to 1 nA current. The ramp protocol was 2 s long, evoked from Ϫ77 mV: 1 s depolarizing to 1 nA and 1 s relaxing back to 0 pA injected current. G, Population distribution histogram of instantaneous discharge frequency as a function of current amplitude duringa1nAramp showing a decrease in maximal firing rate attained by Nav1.6 null and the increase of failure (shaded area) during high current injection. H, Maximum firing frequency as a function of current amplitude of a 1 s ramp to varying peak current injections reveals a depression in maximum frequency reached in Nav1.6 null neurons (mean Ϯ SEM, 99.7 Ϯ 7.8 Hz) versus wild-type neurons (mean Ϯ SEM, 129.6 Ϯ 10 Hz; p Ͻ 0.05, Mann-Whitney rank sum test; n ϭ 8). I, Phase plot of spikes during the ramp protocol, generated by plotting the derivative of the voltage as a function of membrane potential. Note the difference in first spike threshold and the drastic shift during the ramp protocol in the Nav1.6 null neuron. Also note the similarity in the rest of the spike trajectory.
ratio seen in recordings from acutely isolated neurons). To reproduce normal spiking, previously described K ϩ , Ca 2ϩ , and cationic (HCN) channels were inserted into the model to yield autonomous pacemaking at ϳ12 Hz at 22°C (see Materials and Methods) (Fig. 10 A) . The trajectory of the somatic voltage in the model during pacemaking strongly resembled that seen in real GPe neurons (Fig. 10 A) .
The simulations yielded two key insights into the functional role of Nav1.6 channels. First, the diminished pacemaking rate seen in Nav1.6 null neurons was attributable to the location of the channels, not their gating. Eliminating modNav1.6 channels from the model slowed autonomous spiking, as in the Nav1.6 null neurons (Fig. 10 A, middle) , but replacing modNav1.6 channels with modNav1.1 channels restored pacemaking into a normal range (Fig. 10 A, bottom) . Although the model did not capture the sharp rate of rise of the spike in somatic recordings that allowed unequivocal determination of spike threshold, apparent spike threshold clearly tracked channel density in the AIS (data not shown). Thus, channel density in the AIS and axon, rather than channel type, was the key determinant of basal pacemaking. In contrast, modNav1.6 channels, and resurgent gating, were critical to the ability to spike at high rates. Driving the model with a current ramp like that used experimentally (Fig. 7) led to steadily rising spike frequency in the model of wild-type neurons; deleting modNav1.6 channels dramatically diminished the capacity to spike at high frequencies, leading to frank failure in spike generation ( Fig. 10 B-D) . Replacing modNav1.6 channels with modNav1.1 channels failed to restore the fast-spiking capacity of the model (Fig. 10 B-D) . These simulations clearly implicate Nav1.6 channels and the resurgent gating mode in determining the capacity to spike at high frequencies and suggest that the effects of genetic deletion of Nav1.6 on pacemaking are dependent on location of the channel, not gating.
Discussion

Resurgent gating distinguishes GPe Na
؉ channels Our studies revealed that Na ϩ channels in GPe neurons were distinguished from those found in many regular spiking neurons by a prominent resurgent gating mode. This gating mode is believed to arise from a blocking particle that competes with the inactivation gate for the intracellular pore of the Na ϩ channel at depolarized potentials (Raman and Bean, 2001; Grieco et al., 2005) . During repolarization, the blocking particle releases at potentials at which kinetics of deactivation and inactivation are slow, enabling a brief return to the open state and the generation of a "resurgent" current before closing of the activation or inactivation gates. This gating mode is also found in Na ϩ channels expressed in other autonomous pacemakers of the basal ganglia (Do and Bean, 2003; Surmeier et al., 2005) and cerebellum (Afshari et al., 2004). Although not exclusively associated with channels possessing an Nav1.6 pore-forming subunit, resurgent gating appeared to be particularly common in this channel type.
The loss of functional Nav1.6 channels led to an elevation in spike threshold, a slowing of pacemaking, and a diminished capacity to spike at high frequencies. Computer simulations based on biophysically accurate channel models clearly indicated that the effects on spike threshold and pacemaking were not tightly linked to resurgent gating but rather to the likely positioning of Nav1.6 channels in spike initiating regions of the cell (AIS, axonal node) (Stuart et al., 1997; Boiko et al., 2001 Boiko et al., , 2003 Palmer and Stuart, 2006) . In contrast, resurgent gating was critical to maintaining Na ϩ channel availability during fast-spiking and highfrequency, DBS-like stimulation.
Most gating properties of GPe Na
؉ channels were similar to those in regular spiking neurons In contrast to studies of other fast-spiking neurons (Martina and Jonas, 1997) , our voltage-clamp analysis of Na ϩ channel gating in acutely isolated GPe neurons failed to identify significant deviations in the macroscopic kinetics and voltage dependence of activation and fast inactivation from those found in regular spiking neurons. Furthermore, slow inactivation of GPe Na ϩ channels was not discernibly different in voltage dependence or kinetics from that seen previously in regular spiking pyramidal neurons (Ellerkmann et al., 2001 ). As in pyramidal neurons, the Wild-type neurons (black circles) were capable of maintaining firing near 50 Hz, regardless of the stimulus frequency, whereas Nav1.6 null neurons (gray circles) were incapable of keeping up with the stimulus at frequencies as low as 25 Hz and became unresponsive to the stimulus at high frequencies.
recovery from slow inactivation obeyed a power law rule with an exponent near 0.6. Nav1.6 channels and resurgent gating enable pacemaking and sustained fast spiking The frequency of autonomous activity in GPe neurons was closely tied to the availability of Na ϩ channels, because TTX slowed spiking in a dose-dependent manner. In simulations of pacemaking in GPe neurons, a graded reduction in Na ϩ channel density also produced a similar graded reduction in pacemaking rate, arguing that TTX was not preferentially blocking one type of channel. When it has been examined carefully, spike initiation appears to take place in either the AIS or the neighboring nodes (Colbert and Johnston, 1996; Fohlmeister and Miller, 1997; Stuart et al., 1997; Colbert and Pan, 2002; Clark et al., 2005; Palmer and Stuart, 2006; McCormick et al., 2007; Meeks and Mennerick, 2007) . Localization studies have shown the AIS and axon nodes to be enriched in Nav1.6 channels Krzemien et al., 2000; Tzoumaka et al., 2000; Boiko et al., 2001 Boiko et al., , 2003 Wittmack et al., 2004) . If this is the case in GPe neurons, it is not surprising that transient and persistent Na ϩ channel currents were not significantly altered in acutely isolated Nav1.6 null neurons, in which these regions are essentially lost. Nevertheless, the smaller resurgent current in these cells argues that Nav1.6 channels are normally present in the somatic membrane to some extent, and their loss in med TG neurons appears to have been partially compensated for by upregulation of Nav1.1 and/or Nav1.2 channels. This compensation is only partial, however. The rate of autonomous pacemaking and spike threshold were both depressed in Nav1.6 null neurons. A similar depression of autonomous pacemaking is seen in Purkinje neurons from Nav1.6 null mice (Khaliq et al., 2003; Levin et al., 2006) . Our simulations showed that the loss of Nav1.6 channels in the AIS and axonal nodes could mimic the change in pacemaking seen in Nav1.6 null neurons. Importantly, in the simulations, replacement of these channels with Nav1.1 channels having much less resurgent gating completely restored pacemaking rate, suggesting that the position of these channels, not their distinctive gating, was critical for this aspect of GPe neuronal function. This result also argues that GPe neurons are autonomous pacemakers not because they express a special Na ϩ channel but rather because they lack a countervailing K ϩ channel to oppose the drive of Na ϩ channel currents to spike threshold. For example, in cortical pyramidal neurons, which do not normally spike in the absence of synaptic depolarization, partial blockade of Kir2 K ϩ channels transforms them into autonomous pacemakers (Day et al., 2005) .
In contrast to the situation in GPe and Purkinje neurons, the pacemaking and driven activity of STN neurons appears not to be affected by the loss of Nav1.6 channels (Do and Bean, 2004) . It is not clear why this is the case. The most straightforward conclusion is that these neurons are qualitatively different from GPe and Purkinje neurons. However, one of the difficulties in working with Nav1.6 null (med TG ) mice is that they do not survive into adulthood. Because the insertion of Nav1.6 channels into the AIS and axon is developmentally regulated, increasing with age Boiko et al., 2001 Boiko et al., , 2003 Van Wart and Matthews, 2006) , it is possible that the difference between STN and GPe neurons is the timing of this switch to Nav1.6 channels. Reducing Nav1.6 channel expression in wildtype adult neurons with RNA interference strategies should allow this hypothesis to be tested.
Resurgent gating is critical to fast spiking
In contrast to pacemaking, resurgent gating was critical to fast spiking. To maintain spiking at high rates, Na ϩ channels cannot enter into states that prevent opening and are difficult or slow to exit from. After a spike, channels leave the blocked state 10 times faster than they leave the fast inactivated state, maximizing their contribution to the next spike (and generating a resurgent current). Again, computer simulations showed that simply replacing Nav1.6 channels with ones in which resurgent gating was less prominent profoundly reduced the ability to spike at high frequency, in agreement with previous results (Khaliq et al., 2003) . One potentially significant difference between the behavior of GPe neurons and Purkinje neurons from Nav1.6 null mice was spiking at intermediate frequencies. In GPe neurons, there were only modest consequences . Two Na ϩ channel model of wild-type and Nav1.6 null neurons. A, Transient (left), persistent (middle), and resurgent (right) current traces generated by modNav1.1 (red) and modNav1.6 (blue) channels at equal densities. B, Voltage records from a representative GPe neuron were used as voltage commands to estimate the availability (as sum of channels in the O and C 1-5 states) of model Na ϩ channels. Action potentials were truncated for clarity. C, Steady-state availability of modNav1.1 (red) and modNav1.6 (blue) channels during basal autonomous firing at 12 Hz (left), as well as that during driven activity (with intracellular current pulses) at 50 Hz. of Nav1.6 deletion until neurons were spiking at near maximal rates, in contrast to the situation in Purkinje neurons (Khaliq et al., 2003; Levin et al., 2006) .
Although resurgent gating appears to be necessary, it is not sufficient to enable fast spiking. GPe neurons, like other fastspiking neurons, also express Kv3 channels that keep spikes brief (minimizing fast inactivation) and that deactivate rapidly, allowing the membrane potential to rise back to spike threshold quickly (Rudy and McBain, 2001; Baranauskas et al., 2003; Akemann and Knopfel, 2006) . Both striatal cholinergic interneurons and nigral dopaminergic neurons lack strong expression of Kv3 channels and have broad spikes; as a consequence, these cells are not capable of fast spiking, despite their expression of Na ϩ channels with prominent resurgent gating (data not shown).
Implications for DBS in PD
In PD patients and in models of PD, rhythmic, high-frequency burst spiking emerges in GPe and STN neurons (Wichmann and DeLong, 1999; Magill et al., 2000; Raz et al., 2001) . In late-stage PD patients, HFS-DBS of this GPe/STN network dramatically alleviates many motor symptoms (Vitek et al., 2004; Hamani et al., 2006) . How HFS-DBS works is controversial. The similarity of the behavioral outcome of STN HFS-DBS and STN lesioning suggests that it functionally inactivates neurons by producing a depolarization block (Benabid et al., 2002) . Direct tests of the depolarization block hypothesis have been difficult. Indirect tests suggest that axons leaving the STN are not blocked (Windels et al., 2005) . Our results suggest that GPe neurons are capable of sustained spiking activity well in excess of the rates (90 -120 Hz) that are therapeutically effective in PD patients. At room temperature, GPe neurons were capable of spiking at over 150 Hz in response to intracellular current injection. Using a DBS-like intracellular stimulation protocol, GPe neurons did not simply stop spiking when driven at high frequencies for sustained periods but rather settled into a preferred spiking rate; at body temperature (ϳ15°C warmer; Q 10 of 2-3) (Hille, 2001) , GPe neurons should be capable of sustained spiking at frequencies in excess of 100 -150 Hz. Nav1.6 Na ϩ channels were critical to this ability because GPe neurons lacking them rapidly descended into complete depolarization block at higher stimulation frequencies. The profound dependence of fast spiking in GPe neurons on Nav1.6 channels and resurgent current suggests that reducing expression of these channels would curtail pathological rhythmic burst spiking without compromising normal functional discharge patterns. Simulations suggest that Nav1.6 channels are critical to fast spiking but not pacemaking. A, Autonomous activity in a model of a GPe neuron. Top trace, Spiking of the model wild-type neuron at 12 Hz when the complete complement of Na ϩ channels is present. Middle trace, Spiking of the model neuron is reduced to 5 Hz when model Nav1.6 channels are simply deleted from the model. Bottom trace, Spiking of the model neuron is restored to near that of the wild-type model when Na ϩ channel density is maintained by replacing model Nav1.6 channels with model Nav1.1 channels. B, The response of the same three models to a current ramp delivered to the soma. In the wild-type model, the maximum discharge rate was near 100 Hz. In contrast, the model in which Nav1.6 channels were deleted failed to fire at a high frequency (middle); maintaining Na ϩ channel density by replacing Nav1.6 channels improved the performance of the model, but the peak discharge rate was still well below that of the wild-type model with modNav1.6 channels (bottom). C, Cumulative frequency probability plot summarizing the firing capacity of the three models in response to ramp current injection. D, The instantaneous discharge rate is plotted as a function of time during the ramp current injection for the three models.
